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Abstract Cloud computing is a methodology and not a
technology. Adaptation of cloud computing services for
robotic applications is relatively straightforward while adap-
tation of underlying ideas will require a new design attitude.
Cloud computing is a cost-effective and dynamic business
model. Currently cloud robotics is understood as a client
server methodology which enables robots utilize resources
and services placed at centralized servers. These cloud
servers treat robots as any other client computer offering
them platform, infrastructure, process or algorithm as a
service. HTM5 is an OMG MDA based multi-view meta-
model for agent oriented development of cloud robotic
systems. HTM5 encourages design of peer-to-peer service
ecosystems based on an open registry and matchmaking
mechanism. In peer-to-peer cloud robotics, a robot can trade
its hardware, software and functional resources as a ser-
vice to other robots in the ecosystem. The peer-to-peer trade
in such systems may be driven by contracts and relation-
ships between its member agents. This article discusses
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trade-view model of HTM5 methodology and its use in
developing a cloud robotic ecosystem that implements peer-
to-peer, contract based economy. The article also presents a
case study with experiments that implement distributed arti-
ficial intelligence and peer-to-peer service oriented trade on
simulated and real robot colonies.
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1 Introduction

1.1 A note to practitioners

Cloud robotics is a general term to specify the use of cloud
in robotic applications. Cloud is a term used to represent
computer networks and thus any application where robotics
utilizes a computer network to connect with other network
entities is a cloud driven robotic application. It is important
to remember that cloud computing is not a new comput-
ing or network technology. Cloud computing is a business
model and a methodology that utilized existing technolo-
gies in a particular manner. Cloud computing is the business
of offering one’s resources to entities across the cloud at
a price that is regulated by quality and quantity of utilized
resource. When cloud robotics emerges as a new domain, it
not only adapts existing cloud computing services but also
adopts the cloud computing business model. A methodol-
ogy for development of cloud robotic systems should have
provisions to express and implement business ideas repre-
sented by cloud businesses. HTM5 is a meta-model that is
designed for agent oriented development of cloud robotic
systems. The HTM5 methodology has 5 views of which the
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Trade-view has models for specifying designs for peer-to-
peer services oriented trade in cloud robotic ecosystems.
In this article we first explain the anatomical elements in
HTM5 that support peer-to-peer trade in cloud robotic sys-
tems. We present a case study implemented using HTM5
methodology that studies behaviour of simulated robot
colonies deploying peer-to-peer trade. A scaled down ver-
sion of these experiments were repeated on physical robots.
The motivation behind the current work is to showcase
HTM5 as a feasible meta-model for design of peer-to-
peer, service oriented trade in agent oriented cloud robotic
systems.

1.2 Background

In the past decade we have seen the emergence of cloud
computing as a new business model for internet based
service industry. The dot-com bubble bursted in the year
2000 after which businesses moved towards virtualization
and cloud computing. Cloud computing business model
allows small and medium businesses to use enterprise level
resources without actually buying and maintaining the hard-
ware and human-resource. This pay-per-use and scale as
and when required methodology of cloud computing made
it a popular industry model. Banking, security and stan-
dardization in cloud computing increased confidence of
businesses while affordable internet connected devices and
mobile connectivity exponentially increased the number of
users of such services. Cloud based Applications on mobile
devices and integration of traditional services in the cloud
brought us today to age of cloud driven mobile business
ecology. The robotic community adopted the concepts and
ideas proposed by cloud computing and the phenomenon
of utilizing cloud services for internet enabled robots gave
birth to the domain of Cloud Robotics.

1.3 Cloud robotics: an introduction

“Cloud robotics is an emerging field of robotics rooted in
cloud computing, cloud storage, and other Internet tech-
nologies centered around the benefits of converged infras-
tructure and shared services” [22]. Making computing,
service and data resources location independent enables a
robot to outsource its functional requirements. Unlike in tra-
ditional robotics where all hardware and software resources
have to be carried on board, in cloud robotic systems a robot
can work with a minimal set of hardware and software,
acquiring all additional services from other robots/devices
in the cloud ecosystem. Development of a service based
cloud robotic ecosystem enables manufacturers to rapidly
envision and implement an idea with reduced cost. Unlike
in traditional robotics, the cloud robotic ecosystem enables

robots to exchange information contributing to a global pool
of knowledge which is dynamically updated and is available
on demand as and when required. The need to have a sys-
tematic approach towards cloud robotics is essential since
the robotic/non-robotic cloud systems of near future bring
a whole new canvas for cloud enabled applications. The
key challenge would be to integrate the multitude of cloud
enabled devices in a manner that preserves their individual
design paradigm while enabling them to exchange services
across any member of the cloud robotic ecosystem. Integra-
tion with the existing industrial developmental models and
computation independent design tools are essential steps in
making cloud robotics a feasible business model.

1.4 Cloud robotics: a business methodology

Cloud computing is a business methodology and is a
remoulded use of existing computing and internet technolo-
gies. There are two levels at which cloud robotics could
evolve from cloud computing. Cloud services like cloud
storage, software and platform as a service (IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS) could be readily adopted to work for robots by treat-
ing robots as any other clients to these cloud services. In
this form, cloud robotics is cloud computing with a robot’s
computer as client and the underlying tools and mecha-
nisms for the two remain the same. In other adaptations,
cloud robotics could mean that robots should be made
capable to provide their physical and functional capabili-
ties as a service to other robots and computers across the
cloud. In this second form, the ideas of cloud computing
are adopted as such to cloud robotics, but special tools and
mechanisms will be required to implement these ideas on
traditional robots. Tele-operated robotics is an example for
the second form, where a robot acts as a server offering
its functionalities to a remote user. In both form, there is a
robotic/non-robotic server that provides its functionalities as
a service to other non-robotic/robotic clients. This matches
with the traditional client-server mechanism in cloud com-
puting and could be identified as client-server like cloud
robotics.

1.5 Cloud robotics as a peer-to-peer system

Cloud computing is the current generation of internet com-
puting which is currently evolving to become a peer-to-peer
system where every cloud entity is a potential service
provider. The next generation peer-to-peer cloud comput-
ing will give rise to a business ecosystem where entities
in a cloud could freely share their resources as services
without a centralized cloud server. Peers provide resources
to other peers and reduce cost and dependency on orig-
inal service provider. Addition of new peers increase the
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demand of existing resources but they also contribute to
the pool of resources shared between all the peers. Most
robots are entities that are capable of performing a phys-
ical action. In essence every robot is a potential service
provider and a peer-to-peer cloud robotic framework is a
more suitable methodology for robots working in a common
physical environment. The shift from the current client-
server like cloud robotics to peer-to-peer cloud robotics will
enable robotic ecosystems to avail cloud resources as well
as contribute to the pool of cloud based services. Service
oriented peer-to-peer cloud robotic methodologies could
emerge to a whole new sub-domain in multi-robot systems
and Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) [21] systems.
Design and development of these systems will require
special design tools, meta-models [19] and development
methodologies.

1.6 Agent oriented cloud robotics

“Software Agents are computational entities with specific
roles and personal objectives working in a visible envi-
ronment with other entities which may have dissimilar
roles and objectives” [8]. Distributed Artificial Intelligence
(DAI) [20, 21] and Multi-Agent systems (MAS) [2, 10,
11, 23] are closely related domains. The challenge in DAI
is distribution of a complicated problem between multiple
entities. MAS on the other hand deal with the behavioural
and transactional complexities that arise in implementa-
tion of DAI ideas. Problem formulation and distribution in
multi-robot systems resembles DAI applications and thus an
agent oriented approach towards design and development
of multi-robot systems has some distinct advantages. Agent
oriented development of cloud robotic systems enables easy
transfer on DAI solutions in a cloud robotic ecosystem. A
typical cloud robotic ecosystem may have several robotic as
well as non-robotic entities. Figure 1 shows a typical agent
oriented cloud robotic ecosystem where several robotic and
non-robotic entities collaborate to establish digital busi-
ness ecology. Representing robotic/non-robotic entities in
a cloud robotic ecosystem by representative agents enables
developers of those cloud entities to have independent prod-
uct development life cycles. Unlike objects, agents are
autonomous closed systems and they do not release their
interior structure to the outside world. Their functionality
is controlled by an internal operating logic and the com-
munication between agents is through messages. This is
different than objects since they communicate through func-
tion calls. Agents are by design better suited to implement
dynamically evolving business logic and thus representing
business interests of cloud robotic entities through repre-
sentative agents is an attractive proposition. Agent oriented
cloud robotic systems also promote inclusion of Dynamic

Electronic Institutions [3, 6, 9, 17] and Digital Business
Ecosystem (See Fig. 1) [12, 13] in a cloud robotic ecosys-
tem further enhancing the usability of the approach.

1.7 HTM5 meta model for agent oriented development
of cloud robotic systems

The 5-view Hyperactive Transaction Meta-Model (HTM5)
[14, 16] is a domain specific Meta-model for agent oriented
development of cloud robotic systems (See Fig. 2). HTM5
is based on Object Management Group’s Model Driven
Architecture (OMG-MDA) [18] and suggests three layers
of abstractions in development of meta-models (see Fig. 3).
Computation Independent layer of HTM5 has a set of graph-
ical meta-models named Agent Relation Charts (ARCs).
HTM5 allows a certain degree of flexibility in the concept
of agency and allows certain agents to have an object like
character towards other agents. This selective release of an
agent’s autonomy to other agents is named as Hyperactivity
mechanisms in HTM5. HTM5 is a multi-view model [19]
and its 5 views separates concerns with respect to a particu-
lar aspect of system and component design. The trade view
of HTM5 is used to specify trade relationships in a system
and is designed to support peer-to-peer trade in an agent
oriented cloud robotic system. Trade in HTM5 is based on
relationships that exist between various agents and special
Relation Agents are deployed in the system to implement
relational trade and business logic of the system. Another
set of special agents named Merges are used as ports where
other agents could link up with an existing system. Merges
are used to make a system open [7] and implements logic
to manage flow of messages in a cloud robotic system.

1.8 Efforts towards cloud robotics

In the past few years, a number of projects have taken ini-
tiatives towards cloud robotics. These are in addition to the
developments in the cloud computing domain, which too
contribute to the cloud robotic ecosystem. Following are
descriptions of some of the key initiatives in cloud robotics:

– 1999: Internet of Things (IoT): Internet of things [26] is
a system wherein objects, animals, people and services
have the ability to transfer useful data over internet
without the requirement of human interaction and help.
It includes any natural or manmade object that can have
an IP address and the ability to transfer data using
internet.

– 2008: Web of Things: Web of Things [31] is a con-
cept to incorporate day to day physical objects into the
World Wide Web by providing them with API (appli-
cation programming interface). This will help create a
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Fig. 1 Above is an example of an Agent Oriented Cloud Robotics
environment that implements a Digital Business Ecosystem (DBE). In
agent oriented cloud robotic system, all robotic/non-robotic entities are
represented by their respective agents. The cloud entities represented
by these agents may have different hardware and software configura-
tion and may be owned by different businesses. The agents advertise
the services that are offered by the entities they represent. Some cloud
servers may have more than one contributor that collectively builds
up a pool of resources on the cloud server. Existence of an open [7]
service registry and matchmaking mechanisms enables agents adver-
tise and enrol to services available on the cloud ecosystem. Portions of
the cloud network infrastructure may be owned by private businesses

and their usage may also be provided as a service in the cloud ecosys-
tem. Special agents may be present in the system which represent the
banking and administrative entities. These special agents help enforce
standards (Trade, industry or legal rules) and enables transfer of money
between cloud entities. Each of the entities in the cloud robotic system
may have their internal developmental life cycle and the businesses that
deploy these entities may have dynamically evolving business models.
Entities may freely join or leave the ecosystem at will and their operat-
ing logics may change with time. An agent oriented approach enables
individual entities to have their independent and dynamic operation.
This ensures heterogeneity in business logic, design methodology and
implementation of these entities

virtual profile for all the objects which can be used for
various applications. WoT goal is to build a web of
devices that is open, scalable, and flexible.

– 2010: Rosbridge [29]: This is a specification for a
network layer protocol that enables communication
between a ROS environment (hosted on the cloud) and
a robot. ROS [28] is abbreviation for Robotic Operat-
ing System that contains tools and software libraries for
robotic application development.

– 2010: DAvinCi [4]: This is a cloud computing frame-
work for service robots. The project brings the par-
allelism and scalability aspects of cloud computing
to the robotics domain. This project is not publically
available.

– 2011: Rosjava [30]: A Java based library that allows
Android devices utilize cloud services through ROS.

– 2011: RoboEarth [22]: This is a framework that
allows robots to utilize database and services hosted
on a WWW style server. The robots can share their
behaviours with other robots through the database lead-
ing to collective learning. The purpose of this project
was to prove that connection to an information net-
work repository will catalyze the process of learning in
robots that allows robotic system to perform complex
tasks.

– 2011: GostaiNet [25]: This is a private project that
allows sharing of vision and algorithmic behaviours
amongst compatible robots.

– 2013: Cloud Based Robot Grasping [5]: A cloud
robotics system for recognizing and grasping com-
mon household objects. The system utilizes Google
Goggle [24] and the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [27]
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Fig. 2 An overview of 5 views
Hyperactive Transaction Meta
Model (HTM5) for agent
oriented development of cloud
robotic systems. HTM5 is based
on OMG-MDA (see Fig. 3) and
has a three layered structure that
separate concerns of various
stakeholders. The 5 views and 4
hyperactivity sub-views in
HTM5 separate view-specific
concerns in all three layers.
Computation independent layer
in HTM5 has Agent Relation
Charts (ARCs) that are system
level graphical models to capture
structural, relational, trade,
hyperactivity and behavioural
aspects of the complete system.
The Platform independent and
platform specific layers of
HTM5 are component level
layers and are developed in two
phases. The first phase creates
class component templates for
individual agent components
which are then developed by
various entity manufacturers in
second phase of development.
HTM5 also has a Machine
Descriptor Model
(HTM5-MDM) that models
machine (host hardware or
software entity) represented by
an agent component

to estimate the ideal orientation for grasping com-
mon household items. This project is not publically
available.

Cloud robotics as a domain is fairly new. The projects men-
tioned above are tools and frameworks that are an extension
of traditional client server methodology. Scalability and par-
allelism concepts are borrowed from the cloud computing
systems with robots as the clients. A subjective comparison
of the popular approaches towards cloud robotic ecosys-
tems with the Meta-Model HTM5 is presented in Fig. 4.
The parameters chosen for this comparison are inspired
by common needs from Industry, research and business
personals.

1.9 Contribution

The HTM5 methodology [14–16] has a multitude of appli-
cation domains and design features. In this paper we have
given a brief introduction to HTM5 methodology. This
paper does not focus on presenting the whole HTM5
methodology and all its design features. The paper is a dis-
cussion on the feasibility of the trade-view model within
the HTM5 meta-model with respect to peer-to-peer contract
based economy. HTM5 is designed keeping in mind the
needs of researchers who wish to implement advance artifi-
cial intelligence designs on cloud robotic ecosystems. The
case study experiments presented in this paper implements
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Fig. 3 Object Management
Group’s Model Driven
Architecture (OMG-MDA)
[18]. Computation Independent,
Platform Independent and
Platform Specific layers of
OMG-MDA cater to different
stakeholders in the development
life cycle. Computation
Independent or Platform
Independent models may be
supported by a Domain Specific
language of same layer
abstraction. The Domain
Specific Language can be
executed to generate automated
Model to Model and Model To
Text (Code) transformations

simulated and real robot colonies using the HTM5 trade
modelling. The contribution of the current paper is as an
implemented project for the usage of HTM5 methodology
and a detailed discussion on the advantages of a peer-to-
peer trade ecology in cloud robotic systems. The paper also
gives the reader a step by step design walkthrough for imple-
menting complex trade intelligence in agent oriented cloud
robotic systems. The walkthrough, the case study experi-
ments and discussion contributes to the overall usability of
the HTM5 methodology.

It is noteworthy that HTM5 methodology is a method-
ology for development of agent oriented cloud robotic

systems. These systems have robotic as well as non-robotic
components. Although the focus of HTM5 is cloud robotic
systems, the methodology can be used for any agent ori-
ented cloud system with similar trade, behavioural, rela-
tional or structural anatomy.

2 Peer-to-peer trade modelling in HTM5

In Section 1 of this article we discussed the advantages of
peer-to-peer cloud robotics over a traditional client-server
like model. We believe that a typical cloud robotic system
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Fig. 4 A subjective comparison on popular approaches towards cloud robotics and cloud connected devices

will have elements of both peer-to-peer and client-server
mechanisms. A meta-model designed for modelling of such
systems should enable specification of both kinds of design
elements. HTM5 meta-model by itself does not inhibit or
endorse a particular kind of trade model. HTM5 has 5 differ-
ent views (models that separate a particular kind of design
concern) of which the trade view is designed to support
both peer-to-peer and a traditional client-server based trade
model. In this article we present the anatomical elements
of HTM5 that enables peer-to-peer trade modelling based
on relationships and contracts between groups of agents.
Section 3 will present a detailed case study demonstrating
peer-to-peer trade ecology in a cloud robotic system.

HTM5 classifies its agents in three main categories.
Agents which represent a cloud entity in the cloud ecosys-
tem is a regular Agent (represented by rectangles in Agent
Relation Charts) while agents which exists in the system
to serve a managerial purpose are given special names
and graphical representations. Agents which may/may not
represent a cloud entity, but are managing relationships
between other agents are called Relational agents or Rela-
tions. Relations are represented by rhombuses in Agent

Relation Charts and host social and business logics of a
relationship. Two or more agents may be attached to rela-
tion agents directly or through a Merge agent. Merges or
merge agents are special agents which are ports to which
new agents can join a cloud robotic system. The primary
functionality of Merges is to manage the flow of messages
between agents and manage the open [7] system characteris-
tics. All three kinds of HTM5 agents (Agents, Relations and
Merges) are further classified as Active, Passive or Hyper-
active. This classification is based on the degree to which an
agent’s autonomy is released to other agents and the extent
of object like character they exhibit. For the scope of current
article, further discussion on Hyperactivity characteristics is
extraneous.

Implementing cloud computing business logic in cloud
robotic systems will require a mechanism for relationship
based trade contracts. Out of all available services, an agent
may have a business compulsion to prefer or reject certain
service providers. Business logics of business owners that
deploy cloud entities will require a place to exist in the sys-
tem. These dynamically evolving transaction controls can be
hosted in an agent’s trade view class or at the Relation agent
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that is managing an agent’s trade with other agents. Advance
trade concepts like Digital Institutions [3, 6, 9, 17] and Dig-
ital Business Ecosystem [12, 13] could also be implemented
through Relation agents. An open system [7] is a system
where third party entities can plug in and join the system.
In an open system the entities are free to join or leave the
system at will. In HTM5, open systems can be implemented
using Merges. An open cloud robotic system could define
ports at which agents can dynamically join or leave the
system. In HTM5 such ports could be implemented using
Merges. Merges could be used to specify Ad-Hoc open
systems with an unknown number of third party entities.
Merges could also be used when within a known system,
agents switch positions in relationships. The concepts and
implementation of Relations and Merges is very flexible and
can be used to specify any kind of trade or social dynamics.
HTM5 by itself does not inhibit or endorses any particular
trade methodology and provides generic tools and structure
that can be used to specify any logic.

A vital functionality that can be implemented at HTM5’s
Relation agents is the service discovery and matchmaking
mechanism. Peer to peer trade in cloud robotic systems will
require distributed locations where service providers could
advertise their services along with their associated costs and
quality parameters. As relationships between trading par-
ties are managed by Relation agents, it would be preferable
to implement service registries and demand-supply match-
making mechanisms on the Relation agents. Relation and
Merge agents have more visibility in the cloud ecosystem
since they are connected to a number of other agents and act
as open ports. For this reason Merges and Relations are also
ideal for hosting agent indexes and other trade related data
items. Lookup tables for services and demands; distance,
speed and quality related cost metrices and other trade vari-
able are suitably hosted at associated Relation and Merge
agents. The next Section 3 will present a detailed case study
demonstrating peer-to-peer trade ecology in a cloud robotic
system.

3 Case study

Following are the key motivations, methods and precautions
associated to these case study experiments:

1. The primary objective of this case study was to test the
feasibility of HTM5 meta-model as a design methodol-
ogy for implementing complex trade methodologies on
agent oriented cloud robotic systems.

2. The method chosen to achieve the primary objective
was to implement a cloud robotic system that imple-
ments Peer-to-Peer trade methodology with multiple

Fig. 5 The above figure shows cloud entities in the “Mine Cloud”
cloud robotic system. “Mine Cloud” is a simulated agent colony repre-
senting robotic and non-robotic entities in a digital business ecosystem
implemented on a cloud robotic system. The physical robots form short
term collaborations to extract minerals from the mine. Miner BOT
are robots which select a target mineral based on the current market
prices and searches for that mineral ore in the mine field. Once the
Miner BOT detects the target mineral, it then hires a Digger BOT from
a pool of available digging robots based on their ground speed, ser-
vice delay (digging time) and cost of service parameters. Once the
mineral is dug up, another service discovery and matchmaking mech-
anisms associates Miner BOT with a suitable market (based on offered
price) and a Transporter ROBOT (based on ground speed, loading and
dumping time and cost of service). The transfer of money is managed
by a banking agent which transfers service fee from one to another
agent’s account. All service providers advertise their quality and cost
parameters in respective registries hosted on relation agents. The point
of comparison in this experiment is profits made (and system’s min-
ing productivity) using a peer-to-peer trade mechanism against fixed
teams of collaborating agents. The case study however primarily tests
HTM5 as a feasible meta-model for implementing peer-to-peer and
fixed-team based trade methodologies

trade items; service and demand advertising; service
discovery; matchmaking and banking mechanisms.

3. Once the system was designed and implemented using
HTM5 methodology, the secondary objective was to
compare Peer-to-Peer trade methodology with some
other popular methodology.

4. In this article, a Peer-to-Peer methodology for trade
amongst cloud robotic entities is described as an open
[7] system with multiple service providers publishing
services which are matched to demands by several other
cloud entities. We assumed that examining such a sys-
tem against a system with fixed trade relationships
(fixed teams) would be interesting.

5. Comparison of peer-to-peer trade methodology to any
other methodology is a relatively subjective study as
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Fig. 6 Above is one of the 5 different kinds of Agent Relation Charts
(ARCs) that constitutes the computation independent layer of HTM5
meta-model. Above ARC specifies the structural and relational aspects
of “Mine Cloud” cloud robotic system. Above ARC specifies the phys-
ical and relative locations of different HTM5 components (Agents,
Relations and Merges). Relationships between agent groups and open

ports to the system are depicted by Relation and Merge agents respec-
tively. The system simulates two different kinds of public clouds
namely WWW and GSM. Cardinality of different agent groups is
depicted by a number by their side. Relational cardinality (relative
positioning of related agents around a relationship) is depicted by a
numbered port at which they attach to a relationship

every methodology is suited for a particular scenario,
ground rules and implementational realities. The obser-
vations presented in this section are based on the data
collected in 32 test cases and for a particular trade envi-
ronment. The authors do not claim that these results
will stand valid for all trade environments in real world.
The baseline idea is to implement complex trade log-
ics on cloud robotic systems using HTM5 methodology,
empowering its claim as a usable methodology for
cloud robotic systems.

For the case study experiments, we envisioned a cloud
robotic system named “Mine Cloud” with several robotic
and non-robotic entities (see Fig. 5). Figures 6 and 7 are
HTM5’s computation independent meta-models for sys-
tem level design specification. Computer simulations for

the first part of the case study were implemented using
VisuaBOT [34] and VBA [33] toolboxes. Figure 8 shows
some elements of the simulating environment created for the
case study. For the second part, a scaled down version of the
simulated environments were implemented on a colony of
five TurtleBOTs [32] (see Figs. 9 and 10). Some run time
videos of the simulation experiments and experiments on
the physical TurtleBOT robots are available at [1].

Following are the list of elements that constitute the
“Mine Cloud” cloud robotic system: (Refer to Figs. 5, 6, 7
and 8)

Physical Entities:

1. Miner Robots x Nb
2. Digging Robots x Nd
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Fig. 7 Above is the Trade-Agent Relation Chart (T-ARC) for the
“Mine Cloud” cloud robotic system. The structural and relational ele-
ments of this system are specified in the ARC diagram shown in
Fig. 6. The Trade-ARC specifies the trade dependencies in the peer-to-
peer service economy. Services, demands, lookup tables (Service LT,
Demand LT), cost metrices (Service CM, Demand CM), agent indexes

and trade variables are specified with respect to each trade item in
this peer-to-peer trade ecology. Special Relations (e.g. Discovery, Pay
Antenna) manage service discovery and matchmaking mechanisms
and are assisted by several open ended Merges (Mail Merge, Locator)
to allow dynamic teams

3. Transporter Robots x Nt
4. BTS Station Computer x Na
5. Bank Server
6. Market Server x Nm
7. Discovery and Matchmaking Server

HTM5 Components:

1. 1 Antenna Agent Hosted at BTS Station Computer
2. Nb Miner BOT Agents Hosted on Miner Robot
3. Nb Locator Merges Hosted on Miner Robot
4. Nt Transporter BOT Agents Hosted on Transporter

Robot
5. Nd Digging BOT Agents Hosted on Digging Robot

6. 1 Bank Agent Hosted at Bank Server
7. Nm Market Agents Hosted at Market Server
8. 3 Discovery Relations Hosted at Discovery and

Matchmaking Server
9. 1 Pay Antenna Relation Hosted at Discovery and

Matchmaking Server
10. 7 Mail-Merge Merges Hosted at Discovery and

Matchmaking Server

Cloud Networks:

1. WWW Between [Discovery and Matchmaking
Server] And [Market Server]; [Discovery and
Matchmaking Server] And [Bank Server]
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Fig. 8 Above are a set of screen shots from the simulated experiments
conducted on the “Mine Cloud” cloud robotic system. The Cloud in
these experiments is simulated by the inter-agent message passing
mechanism of the simulator. Part (a) above shows the virgin mine with
10 different kinds of mineral ores randomly embedded at 320 mine
plots. The right-most column of the scene simulates the physical loca-
tions of the markets and corresponding columns in white displays their
preferred mineral and the cost that they offer for that mineral at a given
time. At the start of the simulation, all Digger and Transporter Robots
are at their parking positions. Part (b) of the figure shows the min-
ing action. Miner Robots search for their respective target mineral ores
while Digger and Transporter Robots are hired by the Miner Robots at

different stages of the mining process. The Transporter Robots loads
the mineral ore from a mined plot and delivers the load to the market
selected by the Miner Robot (Through the matchmaking mechanism).
Part (c) shows a mine field near the end of the mining process. Most
of the Miner, Digger and Transporter Robots are now free as very few
mine plots remains to be mined. Part (d) shows the mining process with
matchmaking associations made visible. At the peak of mining pro-
cess, the number of matchmaking associations between agents could
become very frequent. Part (e) is a table of various parameters that
could be controlled for the simulated agent colony. It is necessary to
have this variability in the simulation environment so that test cases
with large variability could be formed
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Fig. 9 Above is a table of various parameters that could be controlled for the simulated agent colony. It is necessary to have this variability in the
simulation environment so that test cases with large variability could be formed

Fig. 10 The above figure shows the physical robot colony of 5 Turtle-
BOT robots that was used to implement a scaled down version of the
“Mine Cloud” case study. Out of the five robots, three were imple-
mented as Miner Robots while the other two were implemented as
Digger Robots. No Transporter robots or Physical Market locations
were implemented. There were in all five mine plots (named A, B
C, D and E) which were both mining locations and parking locations
for Digger Robots. This limited experiment was conducted to have a
real life representation of the ideas tested in the simulated world. The
economy (profits and productive) in physical experiments were of lim-
ited use due to very few measured parameters and limited variability.
For analysis of peer-to-peer and fixed-teams trade methodologies, only
data from simulated experiments was utilized. The implementation of
peer-to-peer trade ideas on real life robots using HTM5 methodology
was encouraging since all three layers of HTM5 design methodology
was followed to write software for each of these robots in different
roles

2. GSM Between [Discovery and Matchmaking
Server] And [Miner Robot]; [Discovery and Match-
making Server] And [Transporter Robot]; [Dis-
covery and Matchmaking Server] And [Digging
Robot]; [Miner Robot] And [BTS Station Com-
puter];

Trade Items: Item:[Served By]–[Demand At]

1. AGPS Location Info :[Antenna]–[Miner BOT]
2. AGPS Usage Fee :[Miner BOT]–[Antenna]
3. Digging Fee :[Miner BOT]–[Digger BOT]
4. Transport Fee :[Miner BOT]–[Transporter BOT]
5. Mine Plot Location :[Miner BOT]–[Transporter

BOT]
6. Market Location :[Miner BOT]–[Transporter BOT]
7. Transport Service :[Transporter BOT]–[Miner

BOT]
8. Transported Ore :[Transporter BOT]–[Market]
9. Digging Service :[Digger BOT]–[Miner BOT]

10. Money Transfer :[Bank]–[Miner BOT, Market]
11. Mineral Of Interest :[Market]–[Discovery]
12. Mineral Payment :[Market]–[Miner BOT]

Trade and Matchmaking Data:

1. Antenna Index
2. Miner Index
3. Market Index
4. T-BOT Index
5. D-Bot Index
6. Market X Price (Service Lookup table)
7. Market X Mineral (Demand Cost Metrice)
8. Digger X Price (Service Lookup table)
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Fig. 11 Test cases and corresponding productivity and profit data for “peer-to-peer” and “fixed-teams” trade models. Test cases 1 till 12 (marked
red) are scenarios with bottleneck where one part of the mining process lacks resources (e.g. Availability of Digger or Transporter Robots)

9. Digger X Speed (Service Lookup table)
10. Transport X Price (Service Lookup table)
11. Transport X Speed (Service Lookup table)

In “Mine Cloud” cloud robotic system, there are more
than one service providers for any particular service and
a service could be demanded at several agents. All agents
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advertise their services and demands to the Relation agent
that is hosting the demand or service registry (implemented
as lookup tables) for their respective services and demands.
A service is discovered by agents by reading the lookup
tables associated with that service. Matchmaking is done
based on preferences that an agent has for a particular
service provider and for a particular quality and cost param-
eters. Preference vectors (A sequence of variables profiling
an agent’s service and demand preferences) of agents are
matched with the quality, source and cost parameters of
all available services (from different sources). This match-
making chooses the closest matching service to an agent’s
preference. The matchmaking mechanism in “Mine Cloud”
was hosted at the “Relation Agents” (Discovery). HTM5
however allows a designer to implement the matchmaking
mechanism on any of the agents. In the absence of a match-
making mechanism, agents could just utilize the service and
demand discovery services and then negotiate bilaterally for
a service contract.

Figure 9 shows the variability that exists in the simula-
tion environment. Figure 11 shows the results and compar-
isons for the 32 test cases simulated on the “Mine Cloud”
system. Implementation of complicated trade logics on
cloud robotic colonies (Simulations and real world robots)
justifies the claim of HTM5 meta-model as a usable model
for development of agent oriented cloud robotic systems. As
mentioned earlier in this section of the article, comparison
of peer-to-peer trade methodology to any other methodol-
ogy is a relatively subjective study as every methodology is
suited for a particular scenario, ground rules and implemen-
tational realities. The observations presented in this section
are based on the data collected in 32 test cases and for a
particular trade environment. The authors do not claim that
these results will stand valid for all trade environments in
real world. The baseline idea is to implement complex trade
logics on cloud robotic systems using HTM5 methodology,
empowering its claim as a usable methodology for cloud
robotic systems.

Key Observations :

1. Average profits made by Antenna Agents are
always higher in the case of Peer-to-Peer trade.
Unlike in fixed-teams scenario, the dynamic alloca-
tion of robots to a mine plot requires multiple loca-
tion requests by the Miner Robots to the Antenna
Agents. Service discovery and matchmaking mech-
anisms are hosted on a server which is connected
to robots through a GSM cloud (simulated). The
services of Antenna Robots thus are more in
demand in peer-to-peer trade scenario and thus the

profits made by them are always higher in the case
of peer-to-peer trade.

2. Average profits made by Agents (Miner Bot, Dig-
ging Bot, Transporter Bot and Antenna Agents)
are mostly higher in the case of Peer-to-Peer trade
methodology. In 25 out of 32 cases (78.125 per
cent) the peer-to-peer methodology resulted in a
greater average profit as against fixed-teams trade
methodology.

3. The productivity of the colony in mining the avail-
able plots is generally higher when peer-to-peer
trade methodology is used. Only in 9 out of 32
cases (28.125 per cent), the productivity (Number
of Mine plots processed) is lower in peer-to-peer
scenario.

4. Out of the 9 cases when the productivity is lower in
peer-to-peer scenario, 8 cases are from the bottle-
neck set (cases 1 till 12).

5. In non-bottleneck scenarios, only 1 out of 20 cases
(5.0 per cent) scenarios result in a lower productiv-
ity in peer-to-peer scenario.

4 Conclusion

In this article we presented HTM5 as a feasible meta-model
for designing and implementing complex trade method-
ologies on an agent oriented cloud robotic system. The
anatomical elements of HTM5 with respect to the peer-
to-peer relational trade were presented. A case study with
a comparative economic analysis of peer-to-peer approach
against a fixed-teams approach was presented. The primary
objective of the case study was to test the feasibility of
HTM5 meta-model as a design methodology for implement-
ing complex trade methodologies on agent oriented cloud
robotic systems. Design and Implementation of complex
trade methodologies using HTM5 validates its claim as a
feasible meta-model for agent oriented cloud robotic system
development. The complete HTM5 meta-model, a domain
specific language supporting HTM5 and a case study spe-
cific for peer to peer trade variability in HTM5 is currently
submitted to well-known journals. Next steps in develop-
ment of HTM5 are to involve industry professionals to use
and improve the meta-model. A detailed user guide and a
graphical design interface for HTM5 based designing is also
currently under development.
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